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Dartford Creative Future
Evaluation Report

The Programme
Dartford Creative Future aimed to build the skills and capacity of Dartford’s artists
and creative organsiations.
It provided creative opportunities for artists to learn new skills through an extensive
professional development programme. It supported the local cultural sector and
Dartford Council to develop a shared vision for arts and culture, and established a
Cultural Partnership group through which to deliver it.
The programme enabled artists and cultural organisations to take leadership roles in
developing Dartford’s arts, growing a diverse and exciting offer of local cultural
opportunities which are celebrated, inspiring and engaging for all.

Aims
Dartford Creative Future aimed to:
1. Develop the skills and professional practice of local artists and creative
organisations
2. Support local artists deliver high quality commissions and participatory
workshops
3. Establish a genuine partnership between Dartford Borough Council and the
cultural sector, supporting new cultural opportunities
4. Develop a Cultural Vision Statement jointly with Dartford’s cultural sector
5. Support local artists and representatives from creative organisations to
increase their skills, capacity and partnerships to develop more cultural
activities and opportunities.
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Key Findings
Dartford Creative Future was very successful in its delivery of high quality artistic
commissions and workshops, with outstanding audience and participant feedback
testifying to their excellence.
The establishment and sustainability of the Cultural Partnership Group, and the
achievement of the Cultural Vision Statement have formed an effective vehicle for the
continued delivery of new cultural opportunities and the future development of
Dartford’s arts and cultural sector in the longer term. More work continues to be
needed to fully exploit the opportunities for partnership working created by the
establishment of the Cultural Partnership Group and Cultural Vision Statement.
Artists and creative organisations were successfully supported to develop their skills
and professional practice through the training and mentoring programmes. Local
artists and creative cultural organisations are developing more independent cultural
activities and opportunities as a result of the project.
Overall, the programme has successfully helped to build the skills and capacity of
Dartford’s artists and creative organsiations, enabled artists and cultural organisations
to take leadership roles in developing Dartford’s arts, and supported the continuing
development of a diverse and exciting offer of local cultural opportunities.

Nancy Hirst
Director, Icon Theatre
Lead Delivery Partner, Dartford Creative Future

Artist commission by Clare McEwan
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1.

Develop the skills and professional practice of local artists and creative
organisations

Evaluation Methods
We monitored achievement of this aim through evaluation forms and recorded
discussions with local artists and participants after training workshops and mentoring
sessions.

Programme Activities
The programme developed and implemented a series of eight professional
development sessions that aimed to provide creatives with the knowledge needed to
succeed within the creative industries, and provided one-to-one mentoring sessions
for six local artists, to support them develop advanced professional skills.
-

Mentoring Sessions
SIx local artists took part in the mentoring programme, each receiving five
sessions of one-to-one support to help them develop advanced professional
skills. Mentors were selected by the artists and project partners Icon Theatre,
Paivi Seppala and FrancisKnight.

-

Training Programme
Topics were selected via online consultation with local artists, a survey being
sent round with suggestions for topics and requests for further preferences to
be stated. Over 40 responses were received, setting in place positive
engagement with the local artist community from the start.
The sessions were facilitated by experts in each specialty and were suitable for
those starting from scratch as well as those already making work and
succeeding in their chosen area. The sessions attracted artists, venue
managers, students and arts managers. Capacity was 25 for each session.

Training Programme Content
Wednesday 24 February
Facilitators – Laura Knight and Louise Francis
Public Art Commissioning: Navigate your way through the public art
commissioning process A step by step guide through the commissioning
process, from finding opportunities to the final delivery of work. Exploring
developing skills in presenting work for interview, client and artist
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perspective, understanding the role of consultation, relevance of site,
research and audience engagement.
14 people attended.
Wednesday 30 March
Facilitator – Emma Donovan
Self Promotion on a Shoestring: How to use social media to get results for
your creative business How to use online platforms to promote yourself and
your work – discover social media etiquette, ‘do’s and don’ts’, the power of
hashtags, online networking and useful information to give your creative
business digital power.
18 people attended.
Wednesday 27 April
Facilitator – Alison Branagan
Getting Started: Business start up and enterprise skills for creatives Explore
the basics of how to set up as self-employed or a limited company. Subjects
such as market research, professional support, business bank accounts and
funding will be explored. The session also includes the lecture ‘The Creative
as Entrepreneur’ and the practical skills you need if you wish to make it in the
arts sectors or design industries.
22 people attended.
Wednesday 25 May
Facilitator – Alison Branagan
IMPACT and Attracting Attention: Networking strategies, creative
marketing and publicity stunts Develop networking strategies to help you
connect with potential clients, customers, and professional bodies. Explore
the art of attracting attention and media impact through devising the perfect
publicity stunt.
14 people attended.
Wednesday 8 June
Facilitator – Alison Branagan
Creative Crimes: Essential IP, legal matters and tax demystified This session
will cover Intellectual Property essentials such as understanding how to
protect your artworks and designs, including protecting them online. The
important topic of taxation will be explored, such as what you can count as
business expenses and how this can relate to future profits and Tax Credit
claims.
18 people attended.
Wednesday 29 June
Facilitator – Alison Branagan
What to Charge? Understanding the value of time, costing and pricing vs
market rates Understand market rates for fees and the basics of costing and
pricing. Understanding the value of time and the relation to personal and
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business costs is the key to running a viable arts practice, design or creative
business.
23 people attended.
Wednesday 13 July
Facilitator – Michelle Boakes
Writing a Winning Bid An interactive session that will provide participants
with the confidence and ‘know how’ to put together a successful funding
application. Learn about the fundamental elements of writing a winning bid
and the important steps that need to be put in place long before the bid
writing begins.
17 people attended.
Wednesday 27 July
Facilitator – Alison Branagan
Winning Ways: Presenting skills for business Learn the basics of public
speaking and presentation techniques, and prepare yourself for presenting
your arts practice, design or creative business to others. Useful tips, ideas,
structures for sales, crowdfunding and pitches for investment will be covered.
17 people attended.

Feedback Responses
After each training workshop participants were encouraged to complete
questionnaires. Example feedback from four of the sessions are detailed below,
giving an idea of the breadth of responses and the range in which artists and
creatives felt they had developed their skills and professional practice.

Getting Started: Business Start-up & Enterprise Skills for Creatives Session
Did the session help
you to develop your
skills and knowledge
around creative
business start-up and
enterprise skills?
Please answer yes or
no with an
explanation or two.

Did the session
provide adequate
information and
examples for you to
use in your creative
business/endeavour?
Please answer yes or
no with an
explanation and
example or two.

Yes, I found trends
and pre planning very
useful.

Yes loved the booklet,
graphs and book ideas.

Did the session
provide a variety of
learning and
presentation styles?
E.g. handouts, power
point, working in
small groups. Please
provide us with
examples that
worked for you, or
feel free to make
suggestions so that
we can improve the
sessions in the future.
Yes the visual and
breaks to talk to
others.

Please use this space
to tell us about
anything else that
you would like to
share with us about
the session.

Thank you for
teaching this course
and for the
networking and
inspiring evening.
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Yes advantages of
having a business
bank account.

Yes, spin off products,
cards and bags etc.

Yes.

Easy to understand
presentation.

Yes, professional
organisations and
trend spotting.

Yes/no – not quite
enough details/depth
e.g. setting up as selfemployed and limited
company.
Yes I am thinking to try
illustrations and
colouring books.

This was mainly
power point
presentation and very
little time for small
groups.
Yes the handout was
the main thing for me
being very forgetful.

Difficult in addressing
issues for people from
a wide range of
background and
interests.
I’m looking forward to
the next one.

Yes, especially about
qualities and skills of
entrepeneurs.
Yes, especially trends
and business plans (tax
etc).

Power point is great,
but sometimes too
fast.
Yes, booklet to take
away is really useful.

Loved the trend
forecast.

Yes – Alison was great
at pointing out
opportunities to
develop my business
such as exploring
demographics for
targeting areas with
high birth rates.
Yes, gave me an in site
and where to go for
further information.

Yes, presentation and
handouts and had the
opportunity to speak
to others who had
great suggestions.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes, trend following.

Yes, handouts and
powerpoint.

Did the session
provide adequate
information and
examples for you to
use in your own art
form/arts
practice/creative
business? Please
answer yes or no with
an explanation and
example or two.

Did the session
provide a variety of
learning and
presentation styles?
E.g. handouts, power
point, working in
small groups. Please
provide us with
examples that
worked for you, or
feel free to make
suggestions so that
we can improve the
sessions in the future.

Yes, it gave me more
ideas on possible
trends as well as ways
of developing
professional
networks.
Yes, a lot of info to
take in, but it’s quite
clear.
Yes, very inspiring and
pointers in the right
direction.

Yes, some really
useful information
both practical and
inspirational.

Yes, where to go for
further information.
Do I need to be self
employed.
Yes there were some
points of interest.
Yes, trend following.

Yes to work on a
visual level so mind
maps is a great tool.

Alison was very
inspiring!!! Would
love to know more
about trends – how
they work etc.
Really useful met
some very interesting
people and was
inspired.

During the second half
I started to see images
and ideas for possibly
my future works.
I think it was great for
a start up.
Brilliant!

Creative Crimes Session
Did the session help
you to develop your
knowledge around
intellectual property,
legal matters and tax
issues? Please answer
yes or no with an
explanation or two.

Please use this space
to tell us about
anything else that you
would like to share
with us about the
session.
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Yes, particularly IP –
updating of current
issues re social media.
Yes, but it is still quite
confusing!
Yes, extensively
especially tax and
expenses.
Yes – it was a good
(and slightly scary!)
overview of all the
issues.

Yes – useful contacts
e.g. creative barcodes.

Yes. Website to refer
back to how to
protect ‘things’.

Yes – for photography
DACS and payback.

Yes, extensively
especially expenses in
tax.

Yes, copyright mainly.

Yes, always useful!

Did the session help
you to develop your
knowledge around
what to charge,
understanding the
value of time, costing
and pricing vs market
rates? Please answer
yes or no with an
explanation or two.

Did the session
provide adequate
information and
examples for you to
use in your own art
form/arts
practice/creative
business? Please
answer yes or no with
an explanation and
example or two.

Please use this space
to tell us about
anything else that
you would like to
share with us about
the session.

Yes, gained a huge
amount of knowledge
and insight.
Yes, I need to lower
my outgoings so my
price point is not too
high.
Yes, reference to
websites.
Yes, it is good to
understand daily rates
and personal budgets.

Yes, very linked to
relevant organisations.

Did the session
provide a variety of
learning and
presentation styles?
E.g. handouts, power
point, working in
small groups. Please
provide us with
examples that
worked for you, or
feel free to make
suggestions so that
we can improve the
sessions in the future.
yes

Yes, handouts to refer
back to. White board
and one to one
example.
yes

Helps to focus on
what is needed for the
future.

Yes I think so.

Yes – great images on
the slides nice
illustrations.
Yes, very good.

Yes, which expenses I
can claim.
Yes – I now know
where to look for
advice on legislation.

Thorough content and
good tips and
suggestions.
Yes good.
Very informative.

Session was mainly
powerpoints but I
understand this was
done to fit in as much
as possible.
Yes – could be good to
email a PDF of the
handout as well.

Was a bit scary
knowing all the things
your need to consider
but useful!
Good to hear about
different peoples art
experiences. Tax
information was
informative.
Love it!

What to Charge Session

Yes! Especially
relating to time/value
budgeting real life
costs.

Yes, reference points
to follow up later.

yes
Yes, I have a better
idea of what I need to
earn. I think it will
take a while to filter
through my brain!
Yes, highlights a lot I
need to address.

I like the cakes – good
way to explain time
management.

Yes, great simple
slides and
explanations.

Very useful indeed,
would attend more.
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Yes, worked out price
to charge individual
jewellery.

yes

Yes there was a quiz!

As always, brilliant
and informative.

Did the session
provide a variety of
learning and
presentation styles?
E.g. handouts, power
point, working in
small groups. Please
provide us with
examples that worked
for you, or feel free to
make suggestions so
that we can improve
the sessions in the
future.
yes

Please use this space
to tell us about
anything else that you
would like to share
with us about the
session.

Yes, certainly did –
great breakout/stops.

Loved it thank you.

I thought it was
fascinating and Alison
was a very interesting
and knowledgeable
authority on this
subject – thank you!

Impact and Attracting Attention Session
Did the session help
you to develop your
knowledge around
networking
strategies, creative
marketing and the art
of attracting
attention and media
impact? Please
answer yes or no with
an explanation or
two.

Did the session
provide adequate
information and
examples for you to
use in your own art
form/arts
practice/creative
business? Please
answer yes or no with
an explanation and
example or two.

Yes, the art of
attracting attention
using unusual ideas.
Yes certainly did – so
much information
about all these things.
Yes, it was brilliant,
but made me realise
how very little I know
about electronic
marketing.

Yes it helped me to
prepare publicity for a
forthcoming event.
Yes, certainly did –
brilliant examples.
Yes it is a huge
resource.

Yes, I found the
anecdotal knowledge
particularly
interesting.

Yes, face to face
networking. Keeping
in touch with
contacts.
Yes, great ideas for
publicity stunts.

Yes, using creative
promotional material.

Yes, working in small
groups to come up
with ideas.

Yes, lots of examples
of agencies – ideas
and books that will be
very useful.

Handouts and
powerpoint
presentation most
useful.

Yes, lots to think
about.
Yes, very useful and
entertaining.

Yes, plus other ideas
and personal advice.
Yes, especially the use
of films and social
media.

yes

Yes, reference to
artists and websites to
view.

Yes, magazines and
book reference good
starting point for me
to develop.

Yes, visuals and
handouts so I have
something to refer
back to.

Yes, useful handouts.

It would be good to
share contact details
or have a way of
connecting with
everyone we didn’t
get a chance to speak
to.

A longer session and
perhaps a look at
some alternative
marketing methods.
The last workshop was
exciting to work
through ideas
together and I look
forward to seeing the
end results. Enjoyed
the whole creative
process.
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Yes, practical
explanations! Just
what I needed also
great to see some
inspirational
marketing.
Yes, it provided me
with some new ideas.

Yes – some was visual
arts focused but I
could see ways to
relate to my work.

Yes, it was well
balanced.

Yes, I’m going to use
the social media as a
platform more e.g.
film an event/stunt
and put it online.

Yes, I really liked the
hands on activities.

It was a very well
prepared and
delivered session. I
would probably like
more kinetic activities.

Feedback from the mentoring sessions
After the five mentoring sessions, participants were encouraged to complete an
evaluation form and talk to their mentor about how they felt the sessions had gone.
Responses included:
‘I feel I’m in a different place to where we started. I know more about
how other people have done it, what works and what doesn’t – and
what I need to do now to get there myself.’

‘This programme has given me a great deal of very useful
information. I’ve got a much better idea of why my previous
attempts at fundraising haven’t been successful, and several really
practical ideas of what I can do next to change that.’

‘Although we didn’t get through everything I wanted to (perhaps I
was being a bit unrealistic about the amount we could get through in
five sessions), what we did achieve was enormously useful and I’m
looking forward to putting it all into practice’.

‘You’ve been an amazing source of support to me over the last few
months – both professionally and creatively and I want to say thank
you so much for all your help!’

Was this aim achieved?
We feel the excellent take-up on both the training and mentoring sessions, and the
range of responses detailing how far local artists and representatives from local
creative organisations developed their skills and professional practice clearly
demonstrates this aim was successfully achieved.
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We also feel that the learning gained in this part of the programme also significantly
supported local artists and creative organisations to start to develop more
opportunities themselves, something discussed as part of the achievement of the final
aim on page 18.

Artist commission (rehearsal) by Sidonie Carey-Green
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2.

Support local artists deliver high quality commissions and participatory
workshops

Evaluation Methods
We monitored achievement of this aim through evaluation forms and recorded
discussions after workshops with participants and opportunities for qualitative
feedback from audiences of public art.

Programme Activities
A series of 23 commissions and participatory
workshops were presented as part of Dartford
Creative Future.
Dartford based artists were selected through an
open application process to create temporary art
work for the public realm and participatory
community workshops in Dartford, with a brief to
respond to Dartford’s heritage and future built
environment.

Artist commission by Clare McEwan

Work presented was exhibited a wide range of settings, artforms, artistic practice and
approaches. The programme was presented as a ‘Summer of Art’ for the whole of
Dartford, and included family puppetry workshops, film workshops with young
people, wicker sculpting with emerging artists, a collaborative sound installation, an
installation in the Priory Shopping Centre of 100 memory boxes (for 100 years of
Dartford history from 1917 to 2016), an outdoor kite-making workshop and kite flying
festival, three new lenticulars celebrating the diversity of Dartford’s built
environment, situated in the park, on town centre railings and in a church, and an
interactive dance performance in three promenade outdoor locations.
All the commissions were placed in outside spaces and/or non-traditional spaces and
buildings. This was a deliberate programming decision to
encourage and enable a wide and varied audience to connect
with the art work; and not surprisingly because of this, the
commissions attracted a large number of people who would
not normally engage with arts activity.
For more information on the programme activities, please
see
https://www.facebook.com/dartfordcreative
http://www.dartfordliving.com/dartford-creativesummer-of-arts/
Artist commission by Clare McEwan
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Audience feedback
We collected dozens of comments from audience members who interacted with the
commissions and the artists. In most instances the artists were present during their
commissions and members of the public engaged openly and honestly in terms of
their connection with the art work. Audiences and participants were encouraged to
write their thoughts on luggage labels and submit them. Example excerpts as follows:
“This is great, this should happen every Saturday”
- Participant at Hayley Byfield’s puppetry workshop.
“This is very good for the town”
- Participant visiting Annie Ho-Cooper’s installation ‘1>100’.
“I don’t understand it, but I
love it! We need more of
this in Dartford”
Participant visiting
Anthony Elliott’s
installation ‘Sound Crystal’.

Artist commission by Anthony Elliott

‘‘I learned so much and had such a good time too!! More please!!!’’
- Participant at Will Gould’s workshop.
‘‘Inspiring and fun and creative and excellent – and the kids loved it too!’’
- Participant at Nadia Perotta’s kite making workshop.
“What a great way to use an empty shop”
- Participant visiting Anthony Elliott’s installation ‘Sound Crystal’.
“Nothing like this ever happens in Dartford, it’s great”
Was this aim achieved?
We feel that the range of excellent responses
with participants and audiences demonstrates
this aim was successfully achieved.
The
engagement numbers (see p22), both for
audiences and participants, are also testament
to the quality, breadth and ambition of the
commissions and workshops presented.

Launch event visitor.

Participatory workshop by Nadia Perotta
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3.

Establish a genuine partnership between Dartford Borough Council and the
cultural sector, supporting new cultural opportunities

Evaluation Methods
We monitored achievement of this aim through the establishment and sustainability
of the Cultural Partnership Group, through the achievement of the Vision Statement,
and through informal feedback from local artists.

Programme Activities
Dartford Borough Council representatives at a top leadership level, including council
leader Jeremy Kite and Lewis Kirnon (Town Centre & Business Support Manager), were
involved in the artist commissioning process and engaged on a regular basis with the
artists and artist mentors to further understand the creative process. This was very
worthwhile in terms of building confidence and understanding around the
commissioned work and its development.
FrancisKnight (the programme’s public art consultants) also engaged on a number of
occasions with Dartford Borough Council’s regeneration team to discuss and profile
the importance of commissioning high quality public art work across development
sites and schemes, which lead to the inclusion of public art guidelines within Dartford
Borough Council’s Town Centre Framework and Dartford Development Policies Plan
(see below).
Dartford Creative Future established the formation of a Cultural Partnership Group,
made up of local artists, representatives of local cultural organisations and
representatives from a range of Dartford Borough Council departments, including
Events, Regeneration, Town Team and Jeremy Kite. The group met five times and
engaged over 20 different local artists and representatives from local cultural
organisations.
Although attendance at the Cultural Partnership Group varied from meeting to
meeting, and gaining a good balance between artists, local authority representation
and local cultural venues took some time to get right, the Group succeeded in agreeing
a Vision Statement for the future of Dartford’s arts and cultural sector. New protocols
for the administration and running of future meetings have now been agreed, with
Dartford Borough Council’s Town Team providing ongoing administrative support in
the future. This means that the group will continue to meet after completion of the
project, and are already discussing plans for attracting further investment for arts and
cultural support in Dartford.
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Feedback
Informal feedback from local artists on the development of the Cultural Partnership
Group was mostly positive but included thoughts about the balance and longevity of
the group:
’I think it’s a really useful idea, and it’s great to see the council engaging
with local artists like this. Anything that can help arts in Dartford has
got to be a good thing!’
‘I’m really pleased this has been set up and think it offers great potential
for partnership working in the future’.
‘It’s great in theory but it remains to be seen how far the group actually
achieve things and whether the council really want to engage properly
or not. And whether they really want to keep it going in the longer term.
The artists can’t really manage the admin of the group by themselves’.
‘If this brings in more activities and more funding for the arts in Dartford
then bring it on! It’s important it doesn’t just turn into a talking shop
however and that the views of artists are properly represented and
listened to’.

Dartford Town Centre Framework – Development of Public Art Guidelines
One unexpected and positive development from this programme came from the work
between Dartford Council’s Regeneration Team and FrancisKnight, who were in
charge of delivering the public art commissions as part of this programme.
The regeneration of Dartford Town Centre provides a rich opportunity to commission
high quality public art across development sites and schemes. Commissioning public
art adds value to a development and benefits existing and future residents and users,
generating pride in the area and a sense of ownership.
As part of this programme, Dartford Borough Council agreed that:
‘developers should commission artists at the early stages of the
development process to help embed meaningful and sustainable
contributions within the public realm, built environment and across the
communities that will be a part of a development’s future. The
engagement of a public art consultant can advise on how to involve an
artist and support the selection and development of any public art
proposal. Areas for consideration could include:
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Commissioning a temporary public art programme to raise an
awareness of change and make the neighbourhood begin to see its
identity by considering its recent past and its distinct characteristics.
Offering meaningful ways for the art and artists to connect to existing
and future communities through engagement and participation.
Commissioning permanent public art embedded into the public realm
for example: paving, seating, gateways and wayfinding to improve the
visual quality and setting out the intention of a scheme.
Commissioning permanent public art within the fabric of new building
for example: cladding, glass, and lighting adding identity and long term
value to a property.

The engagement of artists will support Dartford Borough Council in meeting the
following policies referenced in the Dartford Development Policies Plan 2015:
Policy DP2: Good Design in Dartford
1. c) Facilitating a sense of place, with social interaction, walking/ cycling, health and
wellbeing, and inclusive neighbourhoods, through a mix of uses and careful design and
layout. Good design should be reinforced and enhanced through integrating new
development with the public realm, open space and natural features including rivers
and lakes/ ponds. Within large developments, public art reflecting local character and
heritage should be included where possible.
Policy DP12: Historic Environment Strategy
3. Proposals incorporating heritage assets should aim to reflect and interpret the
historic character of the site and conserve its most significant historical aspects in
order to create a sense of place.’

Development of other Partnerships
Dartford Creative Future also initiated new and
genuine partnerships with non art-specific
venues, e.g. the Orchard Shopping Centre, Holy
Trinity Church and the Tree Community Centre.
The Summer of Arts programme and the artists
were embraced by the staff at these venues,
supported through larger corporations and their
social media and publicity outlets as well as ‘on
the ground’ support.

Artist commission by Annie Ho-Cooper

“There was a buzz around the market place when your art
installation was installed. It was also a great opportunity for
members of the public to meet with the artist who created the
project”
- Priory Centre Shopping Centre Manager.
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Was this aim achieved?
All participants agreed that the creation of the Cultural Partnership Group was
beneficial in terms of introducing a platform for local artists and cultural organisations
and groups to meet, network and identify common ground and needs for the cultural
future of Dartford, although local artists felt that the final testament to whether this
aim has been fully successfully achieved will be the longevity and effectiveness of its
working.
The working relationships developed with the non-arts based organisations, and the
effective work between FrancisKnight and the Dartford Borough Council Regeneration
Team also formed a genuine new partnership which we believe will support the
formation of new cultural opportunities in the longer term.

Participatory workshop by Hayley Byfield
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4.

Develop a Cultural Vision Statement jointly with Dartford’s cultural sector

Evaluation Methods
We monitored achievement of this aim through the achievement of the Cultural Vision
Statement, as well as records of discussions and events held with the arts and cultural
sectors to develop the vision statement, and informal feedback discussions with
participants on completion.

Programme Activities
Dartford Creative engaged with over 20
local artists, cultural organisations and
representatives
from
different
departments within Dartford Borough
Council to work together to set out a Vision
Statement for achieving sustainable, long
term developments for Dartford’s cultural
sector.

Artist commission by Annie Ho-Cooper

It took longer than envisaged to complete the Vision Statement, partly due to the
sometimes challenging logistics of working with a newly established group, and
coordinating the different expectations and ambitions of all members. Initial plans
included sector specific meetings to feed into the development of the document, but
these were felt to be ‘heavy handed’ within the context of Dartford’s relatively small
cultural sectors in some cases (eg there is only one professional theatre venue, and
one full-time arts gallery). The development of the Vision Statement was therefore
taken by cross-form arts and cultural providers throughout the process, which
effectively reflected how Dartford’s cultural sector operates in practice.
Although there was strong representation from Dartford Council at the start of the
process and at completion of the project, it was agreed that the middle part of the
process would concentrate more fully on discussions with local artists and
representatives from cultural organisations. Although this was useful in encouraging
open and honest discussion from local arts and cultural providers, it did mean that
Dartford Council’s longer term aims may have been slightly under-represented
towards the end of the process, which meant that the final document was more
weighted towards the views of the arts and cultural sector, which may have
implications for its delivery in the longer term.
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Was this aim achieved?
The group did successfully develop a Cultural Vision Statement, although it was
recognized that the final document will not be static and will continue to grow and
develop as the expectations, understanding and context of Dartford’s arts and cultural
sector develops in future years.

Artist commission (rehearsal) by Sidonie Carey-Green

Participatory kite workshop by Nadia Perotta
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5.

Support local artists and representatives from creative organisations to
increase their skills, capacity and partnerships to develop more cultural
activities and opportunities

Evaluation Methods
We monitored achievement of this aim through recorded discussions with local artists
and creative organisations.

Programme Activities
The main delivery vehicles for achieving this outcome were the training workshops,
mentoring sessions, artist commissions and workshops, and the skills development of
local artists that came from all those.
Although we had originally aimed to keep track of new initiatives, activities and events
started outside of the project, this became very logistically challenging, and by
completion of the project informal feedback from local artists and cultural
organisations became more useful as a way of tracking these developments.
In terms of increased capacity and building legacy, all the commissioned artists that
created work have a high quality, body of material that is ready to be developed
further, or prove the quality of their work when applying for future commissions or
funding (see Artist Feedback, Appendix 1). The artists are keen and are being proactive in seeking further funding investment, to develop and implement their
commissions. For example Annie Ho-Cooper collated a body of over 400 engaging
stories gathered from people who visited her installation over 4 weekends, which she
is now seeking further funding to develop into a stand-alone book. She felt her
installation acted as a catalyst consultation about the town, demonstrating how
artistic intervention can motivate people to engage in different and un-expected
ways.
The partnership commission between Antony Elliott and Nadia Perotta producing a
series of workshops with local college students, and an interactive sound installation
in the Priory Shopping Centre (‘Sound Crystal’) has also inspired Antony and Nadia to
seek further funding to continue the artistic development of the work, and they are
now working together on their first independent Arts Council Application to support
this venture.
The feedback from the training workshops and mentoring sessions also clearly
demonstrates the development of individual artists skills and the development of
professional practice from participants in this part of the programme.
Other feedback includes:
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‘I think my practice and skill set improved creatively and
professionally over the course of the project. I gained confidence
in my own decisions as the work developed. I think the support
and structure offered by Francis Knight and Dartford Creative
team helped me plan where and when to focus my
attention. Being encouraged to stay open and free with the brief
in the early stages rather than limit the idea and execution too
early. This really boosted my excitement and curiosity about the
project because I had a sense and expectation to explore rather
than have all the answers straight away. I think I have gained in
the confidence in communicating unresolved ideas and be ok with
incompletion when presenting to others.’
- Commissioned Artist Clare McEwan
‘Throughout the whole experience I have learned to be flexible in
working with local authorities, adapting my project with the local
policies and demands from the authorities without compromising
the artistic outcome.’
- Commissioned Artist Nadia Perotta
‘The public response was extremely positive and as a result I was
asked by the venue manager to run 2 additional workshop
afterwards and there is a scope for a future collaboration.’
- Commissioned Artist Kasia Kat Parker
Was this aim achieved?
We believe the range of positive
feedback, the recognition from
participating artists and participants
of their creative skills development
and knowledge, the partnerships
created throughout the project –
both at personal and professional
sector level, have all demonstrated
that this aim was successfully
achieved.
Participatory workshop by Kasia Kat Parker
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Appendix 1:
Numbers of audiences and participants engaging with Dartford Creative Future
ARTIST
Clare McEwan

DESCRIPTION OF ENGAGEMENT
Twitter: Between March to August - Impressions: 15,139 and Engagements: 563
Blog: Promoted via artists own newsletter to 900 people over the 3 month period
Facebook: March to August: 220 likes/shares/comments engagement
Artist Talk: 25 x people
Lenticular workshop: 30 x people
Hythe Street artwork:
On average 40 x passer bys an hour between 9-5pm. Total days of work installed = 83
Approx paser bys in this time: 26,560 people viewing work (unique and repeat viewers)

Nadia Perotta
(commission 1)

Sidonie CareyGreen
Annie Ho
Cooper
Will Gould

Anthony Elliott
Kasia Parker
Nadia Perotta
(commission 2)

Hayley Byfield

Visitors to the Holy Trinity Church artwork:
Sunday visitors (congregation) 30-40 people x 11 Sundays = 440 people
Monday to Saturday visitors between 9-3pm approx 2 and hour over 31 days = 372 people
Approx total visitors to artwork in Holy Trinity Church = 812 people
50 involved in the research (participants teenagers and their families, people from the
Italian community), 200 people reached from the distribution of the art-tabloid with the
installation, 100 people reached during the fly-a-kite picnic (60 kites made by children
accompanied by their parents). 200 people reached through website, Facebook page and
Twitter. A total of 550.
200 people viewed Sidonie’s work online and 35 people attended the site specific
performance and 80 people viewed the pop up dance piece at the launch.
488 memory stories were collected from members of the public face to face and online.
Another 400 people engaged with the installation but didn’t submit a story.
8 people participated in the making workshops. The works then became part of the signage
at the site and were viewed by approximately 100 people. The art work produced was
made in to vinyls and laid on the floor at Holy Trinity Church alongside Clare McEwans
work, and viewed by approximately 800 people.
150 people visited the installation in the shop unit. 2,000 interactions on social media.
90 people participated in Kasia’s workshops.
10 young people were involved in the research (participants teenagers and their families),
400 visitors during the film screening at the Priory Shopping Centre, an average of 300
people reached through website, the Facebook page and Twitter. A total of 710 were
engaged.
65 people participated in Hayley’s creative sessions.

Total Engagement Numbers
Audiences and participants
Online and social media

Total – 29,083
Total – 3,774
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Appendix 2:
Excerpts of Interviews with Commissioned Artists
Did your artistic practice and skill set improve because of your involvement with
Dartford Creative and what did you learn?
Clare McEwan - Yes. I think my practice and skill set improved creatively and
professionally over the course of the project. I gained confidence in my own
decisions as the work developed. I think the support and structure offered by
Francis Knight and Dartford Creative team helped me plan where and when to focus
my attention. Being encouraged to stay open and free with the brief in the early
stages rather than limit the idea and execution too early. This really boosted my
excitement and curiosity about the project because I had a sense and expectation to
explore rather than have all the answers straight away. I think I have gained in the
confidence in communicating unresolved ideas and be ok with incompletion when
presenting to others.
The limitations of art in the public realm in terms of budget and accessibility meant
that I was pushed to consider choices of materials in a new way. Trying to
combining low cost with a high tech and high impact solution was a real challenge
and I feel really grateful for the opportunity to see it through. Using vinyl printing
was new for me and a challenge to consider scaling up my idea of a lenticular to a
public, external space. I now have great evidence for my portfolio of working and
completing an external artwork to time and budget, vital for obtaining future
commissions.
The process of developing my concept and getting permissions was very interesting,
particular to go through this process with three other artists with different
concepts. Being exposed to all the concerns and range of perspectives involved in
the project was really useful experience. To watch the roles close up as an artist,
commissioner and project manager, each with their own needs. And then of course
the outcomes and watching the public response. There's an opportunity to compare
and contrast what I think might happen with what actually happened. And storing
these experiences to lean upon for future projects.
Annie Ho Cooper - Yes, definitely. I have learned a lot from this commission in terms
of working with different stakeholders in order to arrive at a satisfactory outcome,
taking into account practical limitations but without compromising on my integrity
and professional standards as an artist. The most important element is the power of
pubic engagement - the exercise has improved my skill set in this area of work and
will continue to inform my artistic practice in the future. Despite some difficulties, I
have thoroughly enjoyed the learning and working experience and would love to do
some more public art commission work.
Nadia Perrotta - I can say yes, because throughout the whole experience I have
learned to be flexible in working with local authorities, adapting my project with the
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local policies and demands from the authorities without compromising the artistic
outcome.
Anthony Elliott - When teaching at North Kent College I gained confidence in
communicating when talking about technical details and creative
concepts and I gained a positive outlook to continue sustainable educational
workshops in the future. I also improved my electronic image making, sculpture and
electronic building skills.
Will Gould - For me this project was mainly a chance to return to my creative
practice having had a hiatus for a couple of years due to other professional
commitments. The project was a way back in to this and also a way to develop links
with the local community (I have also just moved back to the area.) I also took this as
a valuable opportunity to meet fellow practitioners locally.
I did not develop new skills but it was a chance to refine and develop previously
learned skills and make new creative and community contacts.
Kasia Parker - Yes, definitely. Although I have run printmaking workshops in the
past, I always worked as a part of a group. On this time occasion I did everything
independently, this included planning, preparing, advertising and running the
activities. The public response was extremely positive and as a result I was asked by
the venue manager to run 2 additional workshop afterwards and there is a scope for
a future collaboration. They also expressed their interest in similar events in the
future. I strongly believe that these art activities help to bond my community by
bringing lots of new residents together. It also enabled them to learn printmaking
techniques that most of them otherwise wouldn't have a chance to try.
Sidonie Carey-Green - I learnt a lot about marketing events and also about
choreographing for site specific work (.e.g. the necessity to create a wet version and
a dry version!). Dartford Creative allowed me to build my portfolio and work to a
very tight budget. I made connections with other local artists and also learnt a
valuable lesson about balancing my need to create amazing work and paying myself
for the work I carry out accordingly.
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